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Arvoia 6D |
Arvoia have helped websites to convert more and generate higher revenue with their
personalisation and web services which has resulted in thousands of human-driven A/B
testing experiments, made by over 4.6 million visitors to car rental websites. This entire
experience, as well as extensive research and development, helped us realize that the best
measures of understanding customer behavior are based on 6 key dimensions: Time, Intent,
Location, Assets, Price & Affinity.
We have shown that it is the combination of these key features which impacts customer
decision making, and we call this patented Ai framework 6D™
6D unifies your visitor data with behavioural, contextual and third-party data into an
always-evolving profile that you can use to deliver a personalised experience every time.

Arvoia Data |
Arvoia work in a space which merges the discrete disciplines of behavioral economics,
customer intelligence and artificial intelligence. We understand the value data provides, and
it’s a key feature in our 6D technology, and one of the reasons products come out of the box
with nearly 200 different visitor data points — including behavioural, geographical, browsing,
analytical, demographics, and many more.

We know the value personalisation can provide, and McKinsey have recently stated that
“Todays personalisation leaders have found a proven way to drive 5 - 15% increase in revenue
and 10 - 30% increase in marketing spend efficiency - by deploying product recommendations” (1). Personalisation thrives on data, yet 70% of organisations are not collecting meaningful data to personalise digital experiences, and only 25% are analysing previous transactions (2).
And while some may capture data, it’s also important to capture the right data and to use it
effectively - Gartner have recently stated that “Companies need to focus on using
personalisation and data to enable, not annoy your customers” (3).

Data is a vital component for successful and effective personalisation, and at Arvoia, we
understand this. We are constantly growing our data lake, where we store every single visitor
transaction. A data lake is a repository of historical data. We store up to 200 features on a
single transaction, so our data lake is very large, enabling us to gather as much information as
possible to fuel our personalization engine, helping us understand the customer’s evolving
needs in real time. Our data lake is 100% cloud based, and as of the start of 2020, contains
over 39.1bn datapoints and by the end of 2020 we expect this to reach over a trillion datapoints.

The 6 Dimensions of Customer Behavior |
Through extensive research and development, Arvoia have developed a patented AI
framework called 6D, which explores the six dimensions of behavior: Time, Intent, Location,
Assets, Price & Affinity. We have shown that it is the combination of these key features which
impacts customer decision making. The 6 dimensions of car rental consumer behaviors are:

Time |
At Arvoia, we collect and maintain a bank of date & time specific fields which we use as
predictors in our Ai algorithms. We do this by taking raw date and time fields and then
extrapolating extra information from these such as:
Lead time: how many days between the search being made and the booking pickup date?
This helps us understand whether the booking is planned or last minute, and also helps us
understand the customers true intent to book - a long lead time may just be a user who Is
looking for price In the market, and not actually Interested In booking.
Search day of week: Is the person searching during the working week, or weekend? This
helps us understand whether the booking Is for business, pleasure or other purpose.
Pickup day of week: Does the pickup date and booking fall during a weekend or school
holiday? If so, available cars may be more expensive, and we need to factor this when taking
the customer price sensitivity into consideration (this is example of two types of 6D features
Interacting - Time & Price)

Location |
We have found location to be one of the most important factors with respect to behaviour in
mobility. The type of location that the user is searching for often helps us understand their
needs, and we can use it to understand the most popular car as well as price ranges at that
location. We've seen these location specific fields to be some of the top predictors in our ai
models in the past:
Location name: In the past we've used statistical clustering to understand the type of
customers at a location - for example, we know that during the summer months, bookings
with a pickup location In Malaga tend to have a length of rental between 7 and 10 days, so
this Is a predominantly holiday location during that period.
Location type: Is the pickup location an airport or downtown location? We know downtown
locations tend to have more bookings for smaller car classes and shorter length of rentals
than airport locations.

Assets |
Our Ai models are trained to help us understand customer behaviour, then use this to identify
the appropriate product for that specific user at that time. To enable us to understand what
that specific product is, we need to understand the assets available. Some of the features we
use with respect to this are:
Car: We use the number of cars available to help us measure and asses the fleet availability.

for that specific search, and factor this into our recommendations.
Rate per day: We use rate per day for available cars to understand the market, and then
correlate with the customers’ needs and price sensitivity.

Price/Cost |
Price is a big factor in helping to understand the customer’s needs. The customer will likely
have their own price sensitivity, but the market pricing also plays a role, especially during high
season when average prices are increased, and availability is low. Some examples of price
metrics include:
Last car clicked: we look at the customers previous searches and the price of cars clicked on
to help understand the customers preferred price point
GDP (Gross Domestic Product): we have found GDP to be very useful in measuring "value for
money" by calculating a ratio between the GDP of the user’s source country, and the GDP of
the destination country

Affinity |
Brand awareness or affinity also plays a role in the mobility industry, as some customers will
have strong affinity or loyalty to a brand. We account for this with metrics such as:
Previous bookings: If the user has made a booking with a specific brand in the past, they are
more likely to make a repeat booking.
Destination country: some brands have limited availability in certain regions and markets

Intent |
One well known factor in the mobility sector is the browse vs buy mentality: our research has
shown that the average customer will make 4 searches before going on to make a booking.
We also know that some sites see 70% of visitors who will make 1 search and leave, never to
return. Therefore, the user Intent to buy may not always be there - and we need to understand this by using capturing data such as:
Number of Previous searches: We look at how many searches the user has made In the last
week and the last 24 hours
Lead time: We calculate lead time which helps us understand whether the person Is a
planned or last-minute booker.

How 6D powers personalisation |
The 6D Ai learns from each Interaction, tracking micro movements In Individual customers
preferences & understanding macro movements within large customer segments. There are
3 stages involved: profiling, matching & engaging.

Profile |
Our profiling system is driven by artificial intelligence (AI), meaning it continually evaluates
the tracking events for each user. A continuous result of this evaluation is that the system
can make personal predictions about an individual user’s interests and their intentions – all in
real-time.
Our first step towards understanding individual users on a live and continuous basis while
they’re using a website is to take note of the user’s interactions with the website. Our
technology allows us to log all user interactions with the specific car rental site in full detail.
The tracking system stores all events that a user triggers and corresponding content, as well
as product and price data returned by the website. This captures a complete picture of each
user’s interaction.

Further Insights
| Only 5% of companies are truly capable of consolidating data into a single view of the customer
for personalised experiences across channels (4)
| Only 9% of companies across the globe currently have personalisation based into the DNA of
their business strategy (5)
| 84% of customers say that being treated ike a person, not a number, is important to winning their
business (6)
| 59% of customers say tailored engagement based on past interactions is very important for
winning their business (6)

Match |
Many data types; one customer profile. By weaving data together into a single unified profile
you can better act on a customer’s intent, providing consistent and engaging experiences
everywhere.
By profiling each visitor we can produce powerful insight into each customer – be it what
products they need to book, what ancillaries and extras they require, or what bundles and
packages they would like and then match the optimum product accordingly.
Using 6D will enable you to understand and reach your customers like never before: Arvoia
unifies your first-party data with behavioral, contextual and third-party data into an alwaysevolving profile that you can use to deliver a personalised experience every time.

Engage |
Arvoia can power consistent, personalised experiences at every touchpoint — across all your
markets, sites, channels and devices.
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